Inferences on the role of insertion in a mutation accumulation experiment with Drosophila melanogaster using RAPDs.
The genetic variability for RAPDs band pattern was studied in a set of 157 mutation accumulation (MA) lines of Drosophila melanogaster. These MA lines were derived from the same isogenic base population and subsequently maintained by full-sib mating during 132 generations. The ancestral pattern of the original isogenic base can be unambiguously established as the consensus pattern of the MA lines and, because these lines are expected to be homozygous, dominance for band pattern is not a concern. Only repeatable changes in band pattern were considered. The number of ancestral bands detected implies that nine-nucleotide targets are enough for repeatable PCR amplification. Compared with the ancestral pattern, one MA line lost one band and two MA lines gained a new one. These results can be accounted for by the insertion of transposable elements occurring at a rate 0.07 < i < 0.21 per whole haploid genome and generation. This range is typical for Drosophila and consistent with the previously observed mobility for the roo family, supporting the generality of previous estimates of spontaneous mutation rates for morphological and fitness traits based on these MA lines. The sequence of one of the new bands suggests that the Idefix family is also active in the lines.